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Let L>K>Φ, L*K, be three fields such that: (1) LIK is not purely in-

separable, and (2) LlΦ is transcendental. Then Herstein's theorem [2] asserts

the existence of M G L such that f{u) &K for every non-constant polynomial

f(X)(=ΦίXl. Thus Herstein's theorem can be given the following equivalent

form:

THEOREM (Herstein). If L, K, and Φ are three fields satisfying (1) and (2),

L*K, then there exists u^L which is transcendental over Φ such that KΠ Φίul

= Φ, where Φίul is the subring generated by Φ and u.

The main part of Herstein's proof depends on a lemma of Nagata, Naka-

yama, and Tsuzuku in valuation theory of fields {On an existence lemma in

valuation theory, Nagoya Math. Journal, vol. 6 (1953)]; the proof of this lemma

in turn requires a knowledge of arithmetic in "algebraic number and function

fields". In the present note I present an elementary proof of Herstein's theorem

in which only the most basic properties of simple transcendental fields are used.

In this development the result for the case L = Φ(x) is sharpened: then there

exists a polynomial q = q(x) e Φίxl not in Φ such that KΓ\ Φίql = Φ.

Herstein's elementary reduction to the pure transcendental case constitutes

a reduction for the theorem as stated above so we can assume that L = Φ(x).

In this case it is known2) that KΓϊΦίxl is finitely generated over Φ as a ring,

for any intermediate field K. The proposition below gives a new proof and

at the same time sharpens this result: Then K Π Φίxl has a single generator

over Φ.
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